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Producers and producers' organizations have recognized value-added opportunities and
are actively considering more investments. During the last ten years there bas been a rapid
growth in cooperatively organized value-added businesses in Northern Plain states such as North
Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota. Many of these businesses are organized as closed
cooperatives with a substantially different structure relative to traditional marketing cooperatives.
Because of the success of cooperatives in the Northern Plains, the Oklahoma Agricultural
Cooperative Council, local Oklahoma cooperatives, and groups of Oklahoma agricultural
producers have expressed interest in value-added enterprises. In addition to producer's interest,
Oklahoma legislature has also passed legislation designed to encourage cooperatively organized
value-added activities.
Farmers received for their wheat, 8% of the retail value of bread in 1987 and they
received for their wheat the equivalent of 7% of the retail value of bread in 1997. Over time the
percentage that farmers receive has decreased and the portion that goes to processing and
marketing services has increased (Agricultural Fact Book). Adding value to agricultural products
is a popular concept because it can provide substantial benefits, including an increased ability to
capture a percentage of the farm-to-retail price spread.
In addition, the average national price of wheat in 1996 ($3.49) did not cover the
economic cost in most of the U. S. wheat production areas. It only covered cash cost and capital
replacement (U.S. Department of Agriculture). 10 contrast tortillas, a wheat product with value-
added industry, is considered the fastest growing segment of the baking industry (Tortilla
Association). To support this from a profit perspective, the average return on investments for
agriculture production was 3% during the period 1991-95 whereas the average return on
investment for food firms was 16% in the same period (Kenkel and Lyford). It seems that
processing activities are more attractive options because besides increasing farmers' income they
could diversify farmers' investment options into a high return area.
Furthermore, the emerging farm and food technology increases the possibility of
producing products with specific characteristics for a specific segment of market and consumer
expectations, as the availability of these products expand (Barkema and Drabenstott). An
advantage for farmers owning a processing plant is that they do not have to depend on others for
high quality raw materials because they produce it and can select the most appropriate for
processing purposes. This provides an advantage over firms that have to buy raw material from
others.
The increased activity, by existing agricultural cooperatives in developing value-added
enterprises along with the demand of assistance to Oklahoma State University in regard to value-
added enterprise development, and the establishment of new, alternatively structured
cooperatives, has generated a need for more information. Currently, relatively little is known
about the attitudes of cooperative managers and board members toward value-added activities and
their perceived strategic role. This situation has highlighted a need to better understand
producers' interest in value-added activities and how universities and other entities can facilitate
the development of value-added agricultural enterprises in Oklahoma.
The increased interest in value-added activities also raises issues relative to the attitudes
of cooperative managers and members of the board of directors toward these projects. Because
these two groups have ajoint role in developing and implementing a cooperative's strategic plan.
identifying key differences in attitudes toward value-added projects could be extremely useful,
both to the cooperative industry and the various resource personnel involved in assisting these
groups. Understanding each other (managers and board members) attitudes may also increase
their synergism leading the cooperative.
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Another area in which information is needed is in regard to impediments to develop
cooperatively owned value-added activities. The transition of cooperatives and producer groups
into the value-added arena may create new needs for support and assistance. The information is
useful not only for land grant universities, industry organizations but also for legislators to
allocate state resources.
Objectives
The overall purpose of this study is to understand attitudes of the board members and
managers of Oklahoma cooperatives toward value-added enterprises.
Specific objectives are:
1. Investigate attitudes and perceptions of board members and cooperative managers toward
value-added activities, impediments to developing value-added projects, and attitudes toward
new generation structure for agricultural cooperatives.
2. Identify similarities and differences between board members and managers of agricultural
cooperatives toward value-added activities and the new generation structure.
3. Identify differences between board members and managers that come from cooperatives that
have more experience in value-added enterprises with those that come from cooperatives with
less experience.
Scope of the study
This study focused on board members and managers of the 7 largest cooperatives of
Oklahoma. This group was selected because it was judged most likely to be in a position to
develop value-added enterprises. Larger cooperatives have more potential to provide the high
initial investment required for these types of projects as well as a constant supply of raw material
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for processing. It is also more likely for large cooperatives to have the management capacity and
organization resources to investigate and successfully implement these ~es of projects.
The smdy analyzes factors like background informatioD."previous experiences in value-
added enterprises, factors that motivate initiating value-added activities, and activities that are
considered appropriate when working with value-added ventures. In addition, factors to consider
when selecting value-added activities, are perception about New Generation Cooperative (NGC)
structure, level of interest in value-added activities, perception of risk. associated with value-
added activities, and perceived limitations to start value-added activities were analyzed.
Organization of the study
This study is presented in four chapters including the introduction, which is chapter 1.
Chapter II is the review of literature and conceptual framework, which includes information about
cooperative structure governance, federal Oklahoma legislation, and incentive programs in
Oklahoma. Chapter III provides a description of the procedures used to collect and analyze the
data, a brief description of the econometric models, and discussion of the results. FinaUy chapter
IV presents the conclusions and implications that can be drawn from the research.
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CHAPTERD
REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This study deals with perception of board members and cooperative managers toward
value-added enterprises; therefore, a brief discussion, of topics that are related to the context in
which cooperative leaders perform their duties, is presented. Structure of agricultural
cooperatives, and cooperative governance issues are important to understand the environment in
which those persons work. In addition, since the new generation structure is considered in the
study, featW'es of new generation cooperatives and some historic events are discussed. Finally,
the legal foundation of agricultural cooperatives, Oklahoma cooperative legislation, and incentive
programs for cooperatives value-added activities are included in this chapter because legislation
defines the framework in which value-added enterprises work.
Structure of Agricultural Cooperatives
Since this study deals with agricultural cooperatives it is important to define a
cooperative. The International Cooperative Alliance (lCA) is accepted as the final authority for
determining the underlying cooperative principles throughout the world. ICA's definition (Hoyt)
of cooperative in 1995 is "an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their
common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations throughout a jointly-owned and
democratically-controlled enterprise."
A better understanding of the unique aspects of the cooperative fum can be obtained by
contrasting it with an investor-oriented corporation. Both cooperatives and investor-oriented
corporations can provide products and services. Both may operate similar facilities. However,
the two forms of business differ in ownership, governance, return to capital and profit
distribution. Table 1 shows main differences between an investor-oriented corporation and a
cooperative.
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Who uses the service?
Table 1.
Features
Comparison of investor oriented corporation and traditional cooperative
Investor Oriented Corporation Traditional Cooperative
Generally non-owner Chiefly the owner patrons
customers
Who owns the business?
Who votes?
How is voting done?
Who determine policies?














Who gets the operating The stockholders in proportion
proceeds? to stock held.
Source: Ingalsbe and Kirkman, Jr. 1988
The patron on a patronage
basis.
Member-patrons are customers, who own and govern cooperatives, whereas in investor
oriented corporation customer with no equity interest uses the services. Investor oriented
corporations are owned and governed by stockholders, who are not necessarily customers.
Cooperatives are also limited to 8% annual return on ownership capital. In contrast, in an
invested oriented corporation there are no limits to the return on equity of investors owned finns,
and the goals of the firm is to maximize the return on invested capital. In addition, cooperatives
have special rules to manage equity, because cooperatives equity is not bought and sold but rather
is acquired as a condition of membership. Finally, cooperatives must distribute all annual profit
to their members, from which up to 80% of the profit distribution can be in the form of stocks
instead of cash (Ingalsbe and Kirkman).
Cooperative Governance Issues
Even though cooperatives and investor owned firms have similar business functions they
have different governance systems (Agricultural Cooperative Service). The general membership,
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the board members, and the manager all participate in the administration of the cooperative but
they have specific roles (University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives).
Cooperative members have two roles in the cooperative. The first role is as a daily
customer or user of the organization. The second role is as a stockowner. Many members
consider their ownership role only periodically, such as when they receive patronage dividends or
equity redemption (Cook). Members express their concerns by approving or disapproving
important policies in the cooperative (MacBride). Since it is not possible to make everybody
participate in each decision members elect a board of directors and provide them the authority to
make decisions (Hoyt).
The dual customer and ownership role with the organization becomes particularly
important for members serving as board members. As in investor owned firms, the role of the
board members is to provide strategic leadership and control and oversee the activities of the
general manager. Board members can face inherent conflicts when actions, which may be in the
best long-term interest of the cooperative, have adverse effects on their individual activities as
customers. These conflicts become particularly apparent when cooperatives consider activities
that affect different classes of customers differently.
Managers in cooperatives are similar to managers in other kinds of business but they also
face unique challenges (Cook). Cooperative managers face more vague and complex
organizational objectives and need a capacity to create group cohesiveness. Cooperative
managers are often expected to place more emphasis on facility operations and human resource
management than managers of investor owned firms, which are more likely to be evaluated on
financial performance. Cooperative managers are also more likely than managers of investor
owned firms to be involved with resolving conflicts between membership groups. Table 2 shows
a summary of board members and managers responsibility areas.
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Table 2. Contrast of board member and manager responsibility areas.
BOARD MANAGER
Accountability To Members To Board
Areas of concern • Ideas Decision, judge • Action Decisions, Manage
• EndslPurpose • Means!Activities
Commitment of Resources • Determine Values • Intermediate and Short
• Long Range, Consequential Range









• Set policies Regarding
Results to be Achieved and
Limitations on Activities.
• Monitor Progress Toward
Results.
• Monitor Compliance with
Limits.













Board Process Determine Structure, Behavior, None
Performance Evaluation,
Calendar and Agenda
Source: University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives, 1998
Although boards of directors and managers have specific activities, some duties must be
performed together. A survey conducted on cooperatives fOillld that some decisions are shared
between the manager and the board members (University of Wisconsin Center for Cooperatives).
For example, relations with government, industry and general public, amoilllt and source of
working capital. distribution of earnings, and authorizing facility construction and expansion are
decisions generaUy shared between boards of directors and managers.
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The cooperative governance structure provides SOQle challenges for coopera.tives
attempting to diversify into value-added enterprises. Cooperative managers and board members
are often unfamiliar with market conditions, market trends and competitive situations for value-
added products. When cooperatives consider activities, which add value to crops the cooperative
handles, board members may be reluctant to view quality requirements from the end-user's
viewpoint and instead focus on the commodity characteristics, which they currently produce. In
contrast managers could be interested in requesting a high quality commodity to assure a better
product from the processing activity. Finally, the cooperative equity structure in which equity is
continually redeemed may provide managers with incentives to develop value-added enterprises.
which creates unallocated profits. A successful year of cooperative's traditional business
enterprise generates profits, which are allocated to the members. Because some of the
distributions are made in the form of stocks, profitable years generate a source of cash in the year
in which the profits occur. However, this structure also creates a cash flow drain for future years
when the equity is redeemed. Cooperative managers might be expected to prefer value-added
business structures since the profits from these businesses are generally not allocated to the
members and thus do not generate the cycle of stock dividends and eventual redemption.
Features of New Generation Cooperatives and Some Historic Events
A recent development in agricultural cooperatives is the growth of closed cooperatives.
which often focus on value-added products rather than commodities (Cropp). These
organizations, which are often referred to as New Generation Cooperatives, have modified some
of the traditional elements of cooperative structure. NGC normally have a system with higher
initial membership contribution and fast repaid equity, agreements for members to deliver a
specified quantity and quality of product, membership is limited to the initial membership, and
the stock or delivery rights can appreciate in value and be traded. Table 3 illustrates the main
differences between traditional cooperatives and NGC.
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Wide range of quality
Market Price
30% cash 70% stock




Limited number of initial members
$4IBu ($4/share stock)





Variable, increases with profitability
Depends.
Source: Kenkel and Lyford, 1997
States in which NGC have succeeded have some common characteristics. They have a
strong agricultural production, an entrepreneurial attitude within the fanner community, and
support programs that facilitate growth of value-added. businesses (Kenkel et al., 1998).
For example, facing a declining rural population and depressed economy due to the oil
bust in the 1980's stimulated North Dakota residents to seek for solutions. A plan called Vision
2000, supported by The Greater North Dakota Association, a statewide chamber of commerce,
evaluated the state economy and prepared a plan for development. The plan included
components for agriculture, energy, manufacturing, and service industries. In 1990 the
governor's office joined vision 2000 to form a program called "Growing North Dakota". As a
result the Agricultural Products Utilization Commission was expanded. One of its programs was
designated to develop innovative marketing strategies (Cobia).
Some successful results were obtained from these efforts. The North Dakota Association
of Rural Electric Cooperatives hired an economic development specialist and awarded non-
interest-bearing loans. These support efforts led to the successful formation of sugarbeet
cooperatives in the early 1970's. These cooperatives had a non-traditional structure with respect
to member investment; they also pioneered a system of transferable delivery rights and
obligations (Cobia).
The roots of the growth of Minnesota value added cooperatives occurred during the early
70's. Minnesota found cooperatives convinced that they needed to upgrade their equipment,
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relocate stores and expand facilities. However, banks were often unwilling to take the risk of
lending money to cooperatives. partially because of their lack of familiarity with cooperative
structures. As a response to these problems, cooperative leaders created the Northcountry
Cooperative Development Food (NCDF). Seven food cooperatives pooled their capital and
established a loan program for cooperative business development. The original seven
cooperatives have grown to more than 80 across nine states in the upper Midwest. The financing
assistance of the NCDF is available in urban and rural areas primarily in Minnesota and
Wisconsin (Lund).
Some of the NGC, such as American Crystal Sugar, Dakota Growers Pasta Cooperative.
and Minnesota Com Processors, have established prominent success. American Crystal Sugar
had revenues of $542 million in 1993 and Minnesota Corn Processors is one of the world's larger
ethanol producers with a processing capacity near 70 million bushels (Alster).
Because NGC have not been established in Oklahoma (as of the date of this manuscript),
the attitudes of cooperative managers. board members and members toward this structure are not
known.. It is expected that managers provide more importance to select the option that provides
the best return on investment. On the other band board members may provide some importance to
other issues such as logistic to transport crops, community relationships. etc. Hence. if managers
perceive NGC as a possibility of a more profitable allocation of resources they may be more
attracted to the establishment of a NGC struetlD'e.
Legal Foundation of Agricultural Cooperatives
The U. S. legal system bas traditionally disapproved of anything that could reduce trade
competition (Farmer Cooperative Service). Prior to the enactment of specific legislation enabling
agricultural cooperatives, restraint of trade laws affected farmers joining in a common activity.
Some of the important legislation impacting U. S. cooperatives are the Sherman Antitrust Act, the
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Clayton Act, the Capper-Volstead Act, and the Cooperative Marketing Act. Federal and state
assistance programs have also impacted the development of agricultural cooperatives.
Most agricultural cooperatives are for profit businesses. Cooperative profits are subject
to state and federal income tax at either the cooperative or patron level. Cooperatives can choose
between qualified and non-qualified patronage returns. In quali:fied returns the cooperative
distributes its profit to the patrons each year. The qualified returns are a deductible expense for
the cooperative, eliminating its taxable income liability. However, the qualified retwns are
taxable income for the cooperative's patrons (regardless of whether the patron receives cash or
stock dividends). The redemption of stock dividends from qualified returns does not result in
additional tax liability since the distribution of the stock was considered taxable. In non-qualified
returns the cooperative pays taxes on its annual income and individual members do not have a tax
liability. However, when the cooperative distributes non-qualified retwns, the funds are a tax
deductible expense for the cooperative and taxable income for the members. In the long run both
qualified and non-qualified are equivalent (Kenkel et aI., 1998).
Sections one and two of the Sherman Act (1890) contains some restrictions to
cooperatives. Section one forbids contract combinations, and conspiracies that '<unreasonably"
restrict trade. Section two prohibits control prices or any action that reduce competition. thereby
getting monopoly power, over an economic market (Agricultural Cooperative Service).
The concern in the 1900's that agricultural organizations could restrict trade is reflected
in section 6 of the Clayton Act Section 6 specified that antitrust laws should not be used to
prohibit agricultural associations having capital stock. While Section 6 made it clear that forming
a cooperative was not a violation of law, it did not protect agricultural cooperatives from restraint
of trade prosecution (Agricultural Cooperative Service).
In 1922 the Capper-Volstead Act was enacted, providing more specific protection for
cooperatives from prosecution twder antitrust laws. For example, the Act provides agricultural
producers the right to make associations with or without capital. The act also specifically
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discusses the right of cooperatives to handle and market member products and engage in
collective marketing activities. Finally, the act authorizes members to create contracts and
agreements to achieve their goals (Agricultural Cooperative Service).
Oklaboma Cooperative Legislation
Legal foundations related to Oklahoma cooperatives include the Oldaboma Marketing
Act of 1926 and the Oklahoma Cooperative Marketing Association Act (Title 2, chapter 4, sec
331-361). The 1926 Marketing Act establishes that producers, j Dined in marketing associations.
are allowed to "acquire, exchange, interpret, and disseminate Past. present, and prospective crop,
market, statistical, economic, and other similar information" among themselves or other
cooperatives (Agricultural Cooperative Service). Some of the main constraints included in the
Oklahoma cooperative marketing act are: one member~ne vote, return on equity capital limited
to 8%, and the prohibition of conducting more than 50% of the business with non-members.
Another restriction is that profits must be distributed to members on the basis of business volume,
not equity investment (Kenkel et aI., 1998).
These legal restrictions have provided some disadvantages for the development of value-
added enterprises. The one member-one vote limitation coupled with the limited return on equity
capital reduces the incentive to own cooperative stock.. The distribution of profits based on
business volume also limits the ability of cooperatives to attract equity investment from non·
members. The restriction that a cooperative must conduct at least 50% of its business volwne
with members limits the ability of cooperatives to diversify into non-traditional enterprises.
However, many cooperatives have avoided this limitation by forming Limited Liability
Companies (LLC) or traditional corporations (Kenkel et ai.• 1998).
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Incentive Programs for Cooperative Value-added Activities
Assistance programs influence the success ofvalue-added activities. For example, North
Dakota created the Agricultural Products Uti.lizati.on Commission (APUe), which provides funds
for feasibility studies, research for potential markets, organization of new co-ops, and enginet".ring
studies for possible facilities. Assistance programs such as APUe help cooperatives in
developing business plans, obtaining bank loans, or attracting potential investors (Kenkel et al.,
1998).
Oklahoma legislators have created some incentives to promote value-added activities.
Oklahoma law~68-2357.25vlallows a credit against the tax imposed by section 2355 of title 68
of the Oklahoma Statutes for investments by Oklahoma producers in Oklahoma agricultural
processing cooperatives, ventures, and processing marketing associations. The investor must be
the owner of a processing plant or marketing association, but the facility must do more than store,
clean, or transport agricultural commodities. The year credit for the period 1997-98 was 30%.
For the calendar year 1999, and all subsequent years, the credit can not exceed 30%, but a lower
limit can be established (Oklahoma State Senate, 1998). In addition, agricultural commodity-
processing owners may exempt from state income tax, 15 percent of the total investment in
facilities beginning in 1997.
Another incentive is the quality job program. which provides quarterly cash payments up
to 5% of new taxable payroll to qualifying companies for up to 10 years. In general, the company
must achieve $25 million taxable payroll during the ftrst year in the program, and 75% oftota!
sales to out-of-state customers. A lower payroll may qualify if the enterprise is located in
targeted areas or engages in certain food processing or research and development projects after
1999 some restrictions will apply. Enterprises, not qualifying for the quality job programs
because of size restrictions, can apply for a similar program for small businesses (Oklahoma
Department of Commerce).
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Other support programs are the creation of the task force on agricultW"e cooperatives and
research grants. Oklahoma House Bill 2823 authorizes a 15-member task force on agricultural
cooperatives to develop policy recommendations for product development and marketing oriented
agricultural cooperatives (Oklahoma House ofRepresematives). The Engrossed House Bill 1197,
section 4, is related to the "Oklahoma Agricultural Enhancement and Diversifica.tion Act". This
bill made available loans and applied research grants for (not limited to) focused research which
enhances the value of an agricultural product or by-product, feasi~ility studies, product
development cost, and projects that are driven by an entrepreneur or the industry (Oklahoma State
Senate, 1997).
Summary
Cooperatives are a special type of organization that differs from an investor-oriented
corporation in ownership, governance, return to capital and profit distribution. For example
cooperative's members authorize board members to make decisions and define policies and
strategic plans for the cooperative. Elected board members work with the manager of the
cooperative in leading the cooperative. Even though cooperatives have some defined
characteristics. some states in the northern plains have developed a structure called new
generation cooperatives. These cooperatives have been successful in value-added activities and
they have special features that may provide a competitive advantage over the traditional
cooperative structure. In addition to the internal special characteristics of cooperatives the
legislation of external factors affect cooperatives' performance. The legislation for cooperatives
has been modified several times during the history and they allow farmers to join and work
collectively with some restrictions. Today Oklahoma authorities are making efforts to enhance




This chapter presents description of the survey population, procedures and results of the
various analysis performed. The first section of this chapter analyzes attitudes of the responding
board members and managers toward value-added activities. The analysis was initiated by
computing frequencies for all questions. These results were further analyzed through a
comparison of means to determine regional differences, level of interest and risk perception
toward value-added activities, and willingness to invest in value-added ventures. Because level
of interest in value-added activities and willingness to invest were important factors, regression
analysis was used in an attempt to identify factors associated with these attitudes. The second
section analyzes differences between board members and cooperative managers' attitudes toward
value-added enterprises and NGC. This analysis was conducted using a comparison ofme·ans
test. The next section of the chapter analyzes difference between respondents who have more
experience in value-added activities with those who have less experience by using comparison of
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A sample population of the seven largest Oklahoma cooperatives were chosen for this
study based on exploratory research. Managers of the selected cooperatives were contacted by
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phone providing a brief description of the study. The same call was used to ask managers if they
could help by distributing the survey to the board members during the next regular board meeting.
All of the cooperatives offered participation. A complete package was sent to each participating
cooperative with a survey for each member of the board and the manager. The package also
included return envelopes and a cover letter explaining the purpose of the study. Surveys were
filled and returned in less than three weeks with a 100% of rate of return.
All the survey responses were anonymous and did not contain sensitive information. The
survey addressed information on age, education, position, level of involvement in value-added
activities, and reasons to initiate value-added activities. It also considered preference in potential
value-added activities, location of possible business, and criteria for choosing value-added
activities. In addition, preference between traditional cooperative and NGC structure and
perceived limitation to engage in value-added activities was considered. Samples of the surveys
are in appendix A.
Attitudes toward Value-added Activities and New Generation Structure
To investigate attitude and perceptions of managers and board members toward value-
added activities and new generation structure for agricultural cooperative frequencies and
analysis of means were performed. The following sections present results and discussion of the
background characteristics, level of involvement in value-added activities. reasons to initiate
value-added activities, and activities considered as appropriate by board members and managers
for their cooperatives. There is also a discussion of criteria to select value-added activities,
perceptions toward new generation structure, risk perception and perceived limitations to start
value-added ventures. The level of interest in value-added activities was analyzed deeply using a
logistic regression model. The maximum amount of money that board members and managers
are willing to provide as an initial investment in a hypothetical value-added enterprise that
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projects a return of $0.25 per bushel was further analyzed using a ordinary least square regression
model.
Respondents' Background Characteristics










Frequencies in percentages of respondents' background information
Frequencies
30.6% respondents from the north west region.
18.4% respondents from the southwest region.
51.0% respondents from the central region.
85.7% board members.
14.3% managers.
71.4% of respondents have college or graduate studies.
28.5% have high school or some college.
42.9% of respondents are between 40 to 49 years old.
26.5% of the respondents are between 50 to 59 years old.
16.3% of the respondents are between 20 and 39 years old.
14.3% of the respondents are more than 60 years old.
the current 63.3% have been in their current position for 0 to 9 years.
28.6% have been in their current position for 10 to 19 years.
8.1 % have been in their current position for 20 to 40 years.
Acreage fanned. 41 % farm less than 1000 acres.
27% fann between 2000 to 2999 acres.
20% farm between 1000 to 1999 acres.
12.3% farm 3000 acres or more.
Percentage of production 77.6% sell between 50 to 100% of their production to local coop.
sold to local coop. 22.4% sell between 10 to 49% of their production to local coop.
Background information includes age, education, acreage farmed, percentage of crop sold
to their local cooperatives, and years that they have been in their current position. The survey
population was almost evenly split between the central area and the western region of the state.
The eastern region, in which there are relatively few cooperatives, was not represented.
Managers represented 14.3% of the respondents since there is only one for each cooperative.
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Over 70% of the respondents had college and post graduate degrees, and the average length of
formal education was 15.42 years. Almost 43% of the respondents were between 40 to 49-years
old. The average age of respondents was 47.69. Almost 64% of the leaders have held their
positions for zero to nine years, and 8% have held their position for 20 to 40 years. The average
time in their current position was eight years. Almost 42% of the board members farm less than
1000 acres; the average board member farmed 1827 acres. Finally, 77.6% of the respondents
routinely market between 50 to 100% of their crops to the local cooperative and 22.4% sell
between 10% to 49%. The average percentage marketed with their local cooperative was
87.64%.
Respondents' Involvement in Value-added Activities
Questions #6-#8 investigated the level of involvement of board members and managers in
value-added activities. The results on the involvement in value-added activities are presented in
table 6.
Table 6. Frequencies in percentage for questions related to level of involvement in value-
added activities.
Question
I have investigated adding value-added enterprises to my farm business.
Our cooperative has investigated value-added activities.
Our cooperative has conducted feasibility studies on value-added activities.
Our cooperative has initiated value-added activities.














Almost 43% of the board members have investigated individually value-added
possibilities for their farm businesses. More than 75% of the respondents expressed that their
cooperatives have investigated value-added activities, and more than 50% of the respondents
expressed that their cooperatives has conducted feasibility studies. Finally 40.8% expressed that
their cooperative have initiated value-added activities, and 69.4% expressed that they are aware
of a group outside of the cooperative that is developing value-added activities.
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An open-ended question was included to obtain information about what value~added
activity cooperatives have considered and initiated. Among the considered activities, eight
respondents mentioned frozen dough, eight mentioned flour milling, four of the respondents
mentioned extraction of oil from small grains. two mentioned alfalfa dehydration, two mentioned
pasta, others mentioned store, soybean, milo, cotton, and fuel business. Among activities in
which their cooperatives are actually involved eight mentioned flour milling, one mentioned
alfalfa dehydration, one mentioned milo and soybean, three mentioned having a value-added
partner, and one mentioned being part of a limited liability company for value-added purposes.
Most of the respondents did not answer open-ended questions.
Reasons to Start Value-added Activities
Questions #9-# 10 investigated reasons to initiate value-added activities. Summary of
reasons to start value-added activities are presented in table 7.
Table 7. Frequencies in percentage of reason that motivate board members and managers
to initiate value-added activities.
Percentage of respondents Mean II<
Disagree Neutral Agree
Increase price farmers receive for crops 2.1 2.1 43.8
Maintain access to the market system 2.1 12.8 55.3
Increase marketing power 4.2 6.3 54.2
Reduce variation in fanners' income 10.9 19.6 45.7
Generate long return to investment 2.1 21.3 57.4
Take advantage of available facilities. 2.1 36.2 48.9















Among the reasons for starting value added activities 52% of people strongly agree that
increasing the price for farmers is important. In descendent order 54.2% agree that increasing
marketing power is important. More than 29% of the respondents strongly agree that maintaining
access to market was a reason to start value-added activities. Less than 24% strongly agree that
reducing variation in farmer's income is an important reason to start value-added activities.
Finally, 12.8% strongly agree that taking advantage of available facilities is a reason to start
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value-added activities. It should be noted that even the factor that got the lowest ranking is
considered as important a reason for more than 50% of the respondents, but its average was
below neutral. The survey provided an open-ended question to allow respondents to include
other reasons for starting value-added activities. Only one person answered this question, and he
said it was "for survival."
Opinions about Cooperative Activities
Question 11 investigated what activities the respondents considered appropriate for their
cooperatives to be involved in. Table 8 presents frequencies of the results obtained.
Table 8. Frequencies in percentage of the agreement of board members and managers
about activities considered appropriate for their cooperatives.
Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree
disagree
Our cooperative should work on 2.1
enterprises relating to agriculture.
Our cooperative should develop value- 2.0
added products based on current crops.
Our cooperative should develop market 2.0
outlets for alternative crops.
Our cooperative should develop value- 2.0
added business in any profitable area.
Our cooperative should try and diversify 4.1
outside of its ClUTent geographic area.
Our cooperative should form joint 2.0
ventures with other cooperatives.
Our cooperatives should form joint 2.0
ventures with a food industry firm.




































Nor surprisingly, board members felt that their cooperatives should develop activities,
which would directly enhance their farming operation. More than 50% of the respondents agreed
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that their cooperatives should concentrate on agricultural enterprises, and more than 50% agreed
that their cooperatives should develop value-added products based on current crops. However,
almost 47% of respondents strongly agree with the idea that their cooperative should develop
market outlets for alternative crops, and more than 67% of respondents strongly agreed that their
cooperative should develop value-added business in any profitable area.. Almost 45% of the
respondents strongly agreed that their cooperative should diversify outside of its current
geographic area, and almost 80% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that their cooperative
should form joint ventures with other cooperatives. Only 40.8% of the respondents agreed with
the idea that their cooperative should form joint ventures with a food industry firm and the
remainders were neutral or disagreed. 1bis situation shows that most leaders would prefer
joining other cooperatives rather than a food industry fum. Finally, 42.9% agree or strongly
agree with idea that their cooperative should vertically integrate, with the remainder neutral or
disagreeing.
Factors as Criteria to Select Value-added Activities
Question 12 investigated factors, which cooperatives should use as criteria to select
value-added activities. Table 9 summarizes respondents' opinions.
Table 9. Frequencies in percentage of the level of importance of certain factors used as
criteria to select value-added activities.
Relationship to existing crops.
Long-term return to investment.
Location of the production facility.





















The riskiness of the venture and return to investment were considered the most important
factors. Almost 88% of the respondents considered long return to investment of value-added
activities as very important criterion. It was followed by the riskiness of the venture, which was
very important by 87.2% of the respondents. The relationship of a value-added activity to
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existing crops was considered very important by 54.2% of the respondents. Finally, the factor
perceived as least critical was the location of the production facility. Only 30% considered the
location of facilities to be very important. However, the average ranking was 2.08, which in its
respective scale means moderately important. An open~nded question was included to allow
respondents to include any other criterion that had not been included in the survey but responses
were not recorded.
Attitudes toward New Generation Cooperatives
To obtain perceptions toward new generation cooperatives board members and managers
were asked about their preference for three new generation characteristics: high initial investment
and fast equity repayment, delivery commitments, and closed membership. Frequencies for the
preference for new generation structure are presented in figure No.1.
Figure No.1: Frequencies of preferences toward new generation cooperative structure.





















Among new generation characteristics rapid equity repayment and delivery commitments
had better acceptance than closed membership. Figure No. 1 shows that approximately 40% of
respondents considered rapid equity repayment and delivery commitments preferable. Forty five
percent of respondents were neutral about rapid equity repaymen~and about 30% of respondents
were neutral about closed membership. In addition, more than 40% of respondents perceived
closed membership not preferable, and slightly more than 10% of respondents perceived rapid
equity repayment as not preferable. It is clear that closed membership was the least appealing
characteristic. The fact that 45% of the respondents were neutral about high initial investment
and rapid equity repayment may be an indicator of lack of information about NGC structure,
which may limited the respondents' ability to provide ratings. Interestingly enough only 10% of
respondents found all three characteristics preferable and the remaining had a combination of
preferences among the three new generation characteristics.
Perceived Limitations to Start Value-added Activities
Question # 19 investigated factors perceived as limitations to starting value-added


































Five factors were perceived by the majority of respondents as limitations. Identifying
possible enterprises. market access, technical knowledge, and initial investment was considered
important by 64.6% of the respondents. Market expertise was considered important by 60.4%.
The scale of operation needed for a new venture was considered a limitation by 50.0% of the
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respondents. Assessing feasibility for new value-added ventures was a less important factor,
chosen by 41.7% of the respondents.
An open-ended question was included in case there was limiting factors that were not
included in the list. No answers were given. Another open-ended question was included to allow
commentaries about value-added activities and cooperatives. Most respondents did not answer
that question. Several answers indicated that the current environment requires changes in
cooperatives and that initiating value-added activities may help. Others expressed their opinion
that cooperatives should cooperate among themselves instead of competing. One person
expressed the opinion that the project must be profitable, because if the cooperative fails it may
go out of business.
Attitudes toward Value-added Activities by Regions
Since Oklahoma agriculture varies greatly across the state, determining differences in
perceptions in value-added issues among managers and board members from cooperatives located
in different regions is important. Respondents were divided according to the region and a
comparison of means was performed using the Ryan-Einot-Gabriel-Welsch (REGWQ) test.
Analytical Framework for Mean Comparison Among Regions Comparison of means was
performed among respondents of northwest, central and southwest area using a Ryan-Eniot-
Gabriel-Welsch (REGWQ) test, which is considered among the most powerful step-down
multiple stage tests currently available (SAS). The test first evaluates homogeneity among all the
means subject to evaluation comparing the larger mean with the smaller mean, If homogeneity is
found the test stops. On the other hand if homogeneity among means is rejected the test performs
a test at the level p-l , in which p is the number of means to be compared. Once again a test for
homogeneity is performed. The process continues ifhomogeneity is rejected and stops if
homogeneity is found.
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The homogeneity of means is rejected by REGWQ if
- - q(y p ;p, v)s
Y,- Yj Z J;;
Where
~ = mean of group i




The alpha value for the p specific subset of means compared, with v degrees of
freedom, and YP critical value.
Standard error
Number of observations.
Results of Comparison of Means Among Regions The information, obtained from the analysis, is






Variables with statistically different means among regions
Mean in Mean in







Our cooperative has initiated value-added activities.•• 0.20 0.88
I am aware of a group outside of our cooperative that 1.00 0.55
is developing value-added activities.··
Our cooperative should develop value-added 3.40 4.22
businesses in any profitable area.•••
Our cooperative should try and diversify outside of its 2.73 4.00
current geographic area....






Maximum amount those respondents are willing to 9.19 1.72 I.96
invest when the feasibility study projected a return of
$0.25/bushel.
Scales:· Value-added activities are more risky (1), neutral and less risky (0)
•• Yes (1), No (0).
"·Very important(I), Moderately important(2), Slightly important(3), not important(4)
Collapsing the neutral and less risky categories and leaving the more risky as the second
group created the variable risk perception II. The northwest region has the highest risk perception
toward value-added activities, followed by the central region and then by the southwest region.
More respondents of the northwest region also indicated they were aware of groups outside of
their cooperatives that were developing value-added activities. Respondents from the southwest
were much more likely to indicate that their cooperatives should develop value-added businesses
in any profitable area than those in the central and the northwest area should. Respondents from
the southwest, also, were more willing to diversify outside of the current geographic area. The
area ofland farmed by board members was larger in the southwest region with 2,854 acres,
followed by the northwest region with 1,829, and then by the central region with an average of
1,499. The maximum amount those leaders are willing to invest in a hypothetical value-added
enterprise returning $0.25 per bushel each year also varied across regions. Respondents from the
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northwest region reported the highest estimate of$9.19, followed by central region with $1.96
and the lowest offer was from the southwest with $1.72. These differences may be considered
unreliable since 33% of respondents did not answer it probably because they lacked enough
information to provide an estimate.
Level of Interest, and Risk Perception toward Value-added Activities
Question # 17 investigated the level of interest respondents have in seeing their
cooperatives develop value-added enterprises, and question # 18 investigated the risk perception
toward value-added enterprises, compared with their current activities. The first step in the
analysis was the estimation of frequencies. Summary of frequencies is presented in table 12.
Table 12.
Question
Frequencies in percentages of the level of interest and risk perception of board
members and cooperative managers toward value-added activities.
Frequencies in percentage
How interested are you in seeing your
cooperative develop value-added enterprises?
Compared to your current cooperative
operations, how risky would it be for your





Much more risky = 23.9%
Slightly more risky = 43.5%
Similar level of risk = 28.3%
Slightly less risk = 2.2%
Much less risk = 2.2%
Only 4.2% of the respondents were neutral about their interest in seeing their cooperative
developing value-added enterprises. The remaining 95.8% was highly interested or interested.
The mean for this question was 1.68, which fell between "highly interested" and "interested."
More than 65% of the respondents perceived value-added ventures as more risky than their
current businesses and the remaining perceive that value-added activities have similar or less
level of risk. The mean for this question was 2.15, which fell between "slightly more risk" and
"similar level of risk." It is closer to "slightly more risk than similar level of risk."
In order to understand the relationship between the perceived riskiness of value-added
activities and other attitudes toward value-added strategies, comparison of means were
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performed. Table 13 presents means of some variables that were found statistically different at a
0.05 level of significance using REGWQ test.
Differences in perceptions toward value-added activities when respondents were
grouped by their level of interest in value-added activities.
Table 13.
Questions
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with other
cooperative.•
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with a food
industry firm. *


















Long term return to investment as criterion to select value- 1.05 1.10 2.00
added activities.*..
* Strongly disagree (l), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), strongly agree (5)
** Important (1), not important (0) .
• **Very important(l), moderately important (2), slightly important (3), not important (4).
Respondents who were "highly interested" and "interested" in seeing their cooperative
establishing value-added activities are more willing to form joint ventures with other
cooperatives. The same situation was found in regard to the willingness to form joint ventures
with a food industry fum. However, the level of interest was lower. The scale of operation was
considered an important limitation for starting value-added activities by the respondents who
were neutral in their level of interest about value-added activities, and was considered less
important by respondents who were "highly interested" and "interested" in value-added activities.
On the other hand the importance of long-term return to investment, as criterion to select value-
added activities was considered very important by respondents "interested" in value-added
activities and was found moderately important for those respondents who were neutral in their
interest for value-added activities. In order to more thoroughly explore what factors affected
interest in value-added enterprises a logistic regression model was developed to identify among
the studied factors what are associated with the level of interest in value-added activities.
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Analytical Framework for Analyzing the Level of Interest in Value-added Activities The level of
interest had two possible outcomes, very interested (1) and interested (0); therefore, disturbances
are not normally distributed, and the disturbance terms do not have a constant variance. Hence, it
is evident that an OLS model is not optimal. In addition, the response function represents the
probability of Y to be either 0 or I, which means that the mean responses should fall in a range of
oto 1. lbis constrained range of output is not common in linear response functions because they
may provide values of Y outside of the range 0 to 1 (Neter et al).
An option, for these situations, is the logistic model, that creates an index, which is a
linear function of the explanatory variables (It = X tl3). lbis index has an infinite range and is
translated to a 0-1 range using a cumulative density function. It is necessary to use a logistic
function, which is sigmoidal, because the index is linear in X but the probabilities are not (Neter
et al).
Consider the following model:
L(P) =Po + fJlXI + fJ2 X 2··· .... ··PkXk + &iJ
In which
L(P) = Is the logit of P.
~o= Intercept
~ij = Coefficient estimators, j=1 to k (number of independent variables), i= 1 to n (size of
sample)
X ij= Independent or explanatory variables, j=1 to k, i=1 to n
Eij = Random disturbance term, j=1 to k, i= 1 to n.
The logistic function can be expressed mathematically as follow:
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~ =FUr) =F(XrP) = exp(Xrlj)
1+ exp(XrP)
Where
Pt= Probability of Y to be 0 or 1.
It = The value of the cumulative logistic function associated with each possible value of the
underlying index It or Xl 1\ and
131= a vector ofunknown parameters
F test is applicable when the data is normally distribl.tted. When the data is not normally
distributed Likelihood Ratio test, Wald test. or Lagrange Multiplier test is used. In this analysis
Wald test was used. The rationale of the Wald test is that the Log-likelihood function (lnL) is a
fimction of ~, which is the parameter being estimated. I3 MLE is by definition, the value of 13 at
which the log-likelihood function reaches its maximum. Initially the restriction that g(l3)=Q is
tested. If the restriction g(l3) =0 is troe, then g(J3MLe) should not be significantly different from
zero. The Wald test determines whether I3MLE, the unrestricted estimate of 13, violates the
restriction by a significant amount (Kenedy). The coefficients represent the change in the
independent variable on the index and not the dependent variable (White)
One criterion used to assess the model fit is the likelihood test.
Where wJ is the weight of the jth observation.
The regression coefficients are replaced by their maximum likelihood estimates. The null
hypothesis is that all the variables in the model are zero (SAS).
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Results of Level of Interest in Value-added Activities Regression Analysis The level of interest
responses were converted to a variable of two categories, interested and highly interested,
because most of respondents fell in those categories. Highly interested was assigned a value of 1
and interested a value of O. A regression analysis was performed using level of interest as
dependent variable. The evaluation was performed in two steps. First, a logistic model was fit.
Independent variables were background information, reasons to initiate value-added activities,
new generation characteristics, level of interest, risk perception, some activities that respondents
considered important, and perceived limitations. The level of interest was the dependent variable.
The model presented in table 14 was obtained.
Table 14.
Variable
Logistic model using level of interest as dependent variable
Parameter Wald Chi-square Probability Odds Ratio
Intercept 5.511 0.1526 0.69
Background information:
Age 0.760 1.8256 0.17 1.079
Education -0.120 0.0018 0.96 0.988
Acreage farmed 0.000 0.2372 0.62 1.000
Reasons to initiate value-added activities:
Increase prices -1.548 0.8455 0.35 0.213
Market access 0.765 0.3680 0.54 2.150
Joining other co-op 0.050 0.0034 0.95 1.052
Increase market power 0.153 0.0127 0.91 1.165
Stabilize prices -0.128 0.0223 0.88 0.880
Long return to investment 1.046 0.9891 0.32 2.848
Use of available facilities -0.395 0.1161 0.73 0.673
New generation characteristics:
Closed membership -0.431 0.2962 0.58 0.650
Rapid equity repayment 0.199 0.0004 0.98 1.020
Delivery commitments 0.372 0.2772 0.59 1.452
Other variables:
Risk perception -1.320 1.0621 0.30 0.267
Scale of operation -2.687 4.013 0.04 0.068
-2 log L (P=O.34)
It is evident from the log likelihood test results that the model is not significant and
neither are most individual parameter estimators. Variables significant at the 0.25 level were
selected to fit a reduced model. The reduced logistic model presented in table 15 was obtained.
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Table 15. Reduced logistic model using level of interest as dependent variable
Variable Parameter Wald Chi-square Probability Odds Ratio
Intercept -4.1469 3.1681 0.0751
Age 0.1005 3.9032 0.0482 1.106
Scale of operation as limitation
To start value added activities -2.3589 5.8474 0.0156 0.095
-2 log L (P=O.0203)
The impact, of a given change in the independent variable on the probability of a
respondent being highly interested in value-added activities, can be illustrated by substituting the
parameter estimates into the logistic model









Age of a particular respondent
aif scale of operation is not important and 1 if scale of operation is important.
To obtain the probability of being highly interested the logistic response function is used.
[80+8) (Age)+~ (Scaleo! opera/ion)]
p= e
~[Bo+~ (Age)+B2 (Sca/eo! operation)r
Using the model results from SAS we obtain.
e [-4.1469 +0.1005 (47.69 )- 2.3589 (0.52)]
P = 1+ e[ -4.1469 +0.1005 (47.69 )-2.3589 (0.52)]
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0.35
The base case represents the probability of being highly interested when age and scale of
operation are set at their means. To estimate the probability of being ''interested'' we need to
subtract from 1 the probability of being highly interested. Hence, we obtain 1-0.35==0.65.
When compared the prediction of this model with the actual values it was found that
77.6% of its prediction match the actual values. Table 16 present results obtained using the
model and independent variables set at their mean. In fact the proportions obtained almost match
the actual proportion in the survey responses.


















To evaluate the effect of the increase in one year of age, scale of operation was kept at its
mean and age was increased by one unit. To evaluate the effect on one w1it in scale of operation,
since this is a 0-1 variable, the base was set to 0 and 47.69 (mean) for scale of operation and age
respectively. The summary is presented in table 17.
Table 17. Effect on probability due to change in independent variables of logistic model




Prob. of being highly interested
Change base Change Prob
0.023
-0.503
Prob. of being interested
Change base Change Prob
-0.023
0.503
A year in age increased the probability of being "highly interested" and reduced the
probability of being "interested," which may suggest that older people are more interested in
value-added activities. In contrast, perceiving the scale of operation as limitation to initiate
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value-added activities reduced the level of interest in value-added activities. In this case we may
conclude that as the level of interest increase the importance of scale of operation as limitation to
initiate value-added activities decreases.
Maximum Amount of Money that Leaders are Willing to Provide as Initial Investment
Question #16 asked how much money per bushel through-put respondents were willing to
invest in a hypothetical project for which the feasibility study projects an annual retwn. on
investment of$0.25 per bushel. Table 18 shows the frequencies obtained.
Table 18.
Variable
Maximum amount of money respondents is willing to provide as initial
investment in a hypothetical project that returns $0.25/bushel each year.
Frequencies in percentages
Maximum investment for
a project that offer a return on
investment of $0.25!bushel.
29% are willing to invest less than 1 dollar.
32% are willing to invest between 1 to 10 dollars
6% are willing to invest between 11 to 20 dollars.
33% did not answer the question.
More than 32% ofrespondents were willing to provide between $1 to $10.00 dollars,
approximately 29% were willing to provide less than $1.00, and the mean for tbis question was
$4.75. It should be noted that 33% of the respondents did not answer it or expressed that more
information was needed to decide how much to invest.
Analytical Framework for Analyzing Willingness to Invest Regression analysis is a statistical
tool that uses the relation between two variables for diverse purposes (Neter et al). Regression
models are useful to determine if relationships between variables exist, to describe the nature or
the relationship (positive or negative), to measure the description or prediction capacity of the
mathematical equation, and in case of multivariate models to determine the relative importance of
each of the predictable variables (Kacbigan). The most common method of estimation, ordinary
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least square, fit a line which represent the points in which the square of the error term are
minimum.
Results of the Maximum Amount of Money Regression Analysis
Since 33% of the respondents did not answered the dependent variable less observations
were left for analysis. TIrree sets of variables, that may have had impact in the maximum amount
of money that board members and managers are willing to invest in a hypothetical value-added
enterprise, were used. The first set of variables consist of the responses on reasons to initiate
value-added activities. The second set consists of attributes toward new generation cooperatives.
risk perception toward value-added activities, and level of interest in value-added activities. The
third set of variables includes the response to the activities that board of directors and mangers
perceive as appropriate. The most significant of each model were taken and a reduced model was
fit. The reduced model is presented in table 19.
Table 19. Ordinary least square model using maximum amount of money that board
members and managers are willing to provide as initial investment per bushel in
a value-added venture that projects a return of $0.25 per busheVyear.
Variable Parameter T ratio Prob. VIF
Intercept -3.750 -0.282 0.775 0.00
Background information:
Years at work. 0.355 1.946 0.075 2.62
Reasons to initiate value-added activities
Stabilize income. 1.567 1.889 0.083 1.25
Use of available facilities. 2.924 2.214 0.047 1.89
New generation characteristics:
Closed membership 3.460 2.868 0.014 1.46
Level of involvement in value-added activities:
Cooperatives that have conducted feasibility study -3.032 -1.574 0.141 1.82
Awareness of a local group outside of the
cooperative that is working in value-added activities. 4.929 2.693 0.019 1.78
Interest and risk perception:
Level of interest in seeing their cooperative working
in value-added activities. -5.095 -2.367 0.035 1.31
Risk perception 1.707 1.727 0.109 2.23
Adjusted R square =0.59 White, heteroscedasticity, test: P=0.58
Whole model F value=4.649 P=0.0088
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Is the maximum amount of money respondents are willing to provide as initial
investment if the feasibility study projects a return of $0.25/bushel.
Intercept.
Years that respondent has been in his current position.
Stabilize income for farmers as reason to initiate value-added activities
(l=strongly disagree, 2=disagree, 3=neutral, 4=agree, and 5=strongly agree).
Use of available facilities as reason to initiate value-added activities (Same scale
as STBY).
CLSMB= Preference for close membership (1=not preferable, 2=neutral, 3=preferable).





I if the respondent is aware of a group outside that have initiated value-added
activities and 0 if it is not.
Level of interest to see his cooperative initiating value-added activities
(I=opposed 2=slightly opposed 3=neutral 4= interested 5= highly interested).
Risk perception toward value-added activities (I =nmch less risk, 2=slightly less
risk, 3=similar level of risk, 4=slightiy more risk, 5= much more risk).
Two of the parameters estimated had unanticipated signs. The first negative sign
(-3.032), indicated that the respondents from cooperatives that have conducted feasibility studies
were willing to provide less money than those respondents that have not conducted feasibility
studies. Respondents, who were more interested in value-added indicated a lower willingness to
invest, a result, which has also counter to expectation.
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The average amount of money that managers are willing to provide as initial investment
in a hypothetical venture with an annual return of $0.25 per bushel was $2.48, and for board
members was $5.26. The difference suggests that managers have different training and that they
perform this kind of analysis more frequently compared with board members.
The wide variation in individual responses, the relatively high rate of blank responses
resulted in a model with relatively poor fit and poor statistical significance. The unexpected sign
relation with some variables also suggests that actual factors influencing willingness to invest
were not captured in the survey. Because of this we are not able to make significant conclusions
about what characteristics influence the amount of money board members and managers are
willing to provide as initial investment in value-added activities. The results suggest need for
assistance in [mancial analysis of projects by board members.
Differences between Managers and Board Members
To identify similarities and differences between managers and board members toward
value-added activities and new generation cooperatives a Tukey mean comparison test was
performed at 0.05 alpha level of significance.
Analytical Framework to Identify Differences between Managers and Board Members





lj =The meanof group i





The critical value of a studentized range distribution of k independent
normal random variables with v degrees of freedom, and a. level of significance.
The standard error based on v degrees of freedom.
size of the group i.
size of the groupj.
Results of Board Members and Managers Comparison
The responses of managers and board members to all questions were compared except
questions four, five, and first statement in question six. Those questions were exclusively used
for the board member survey. Appendix B shows the means for each question for managers,
board members and for the whole group. Variables that showed statistical difference between
means of board members and managers are summarized in table 20.
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New generation members. * 0.04
Increase prices farmers receive for crops as a reason to 4.53
start value-added activities.**







High initial investment and fast repayment of equities 1.82 1.14
preferred to low initial investment and slow repayment
of equities....*
Scale: * Member who prefer NGC structure (1), members who prefer traditional structure (0)
**Strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), strongly agree (5)
*** Very important (1), moderately important (2), slightly important (3), not important (4)
**** Preferred (1), neutral (2), not preferred (3).
Board members were more likely to list increasing prices farmers receive for crops, as a
reason to start value-added activities, than were managers. lbis is understandable since board
members are farmers. Board members, also, considered the location of facilities a more
important criterion when selecting value-added activities then managers do, perhaps because they
were more focused on transportation issues. In contrast, a hypothetical cooperative structure with
high initial investment and fast repayment equity was more popular with managers than by board
members. This may be because the managers considered high equity investments as an increase
in sources of capital, wbile board members considered their alternative investment opportunities
and financial constrains.
The average risk perception of board members was 2.25, and for managers was 1.57.
This indicates that managers perceived value-added activities as more risky than board members
did. A possible explanation of the difference is that managers may be more familiar with the
competitive environment, and market challenges than board members. In other words, board
members may have not had opportunities to analyze deeply the market of value-added products,
whereas managers due to their academic training may have been exposed to these issues.
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The new generation structure has mOre appeal to managers than for board members. This
may be because managers perceive the new generation cooperative structure as more efficient and
competitively responsive. Managers had a mean of 1.14 in a scale of (1) preferable, (2) neutral,
and (3) not referable for high initial investment and rapid repayment, they have a mean of 1.42
for delivery commitments, and 1.85 for closed membership. These results may be interpreted as a
preference for NGC structure. In contrast board members have a mean of directors 1.82, 1.97,
and 2.20 in the same categories. Managers may have a higher preference for NGC structure
because they consider it from a management perspective and perceive that it facilitates
diversification and marketing responsiveness. In contrast, board members may view the structure
from the viewpoint of producers and consider some aspect of the NGC structure as unattractive.
For example the option of not having an open membership may make them feel uncomfortable
since it would prohibit participation of other neighbors in the community and so on.
Differences between Leaders wbo bave more Experience and those with less Experience
To identify differences among board members and managers from cooperatives with
more experience than those from cooperatives with less experience a Tukey test was performed to
compare groups that had conducted feasibility study and those, which had not.
Respondents whose Cooperatives have Conducted Feasibility Studies
A Tukey test was used to compare respondents who have conducted feasibility studies
and those who have not. Table 21 presents the result obtained from this comparison.
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Table 21. Comparison of means in perception about value-added activities between
respondents whose cooperative have conducted feasibility studies and those
whose cooperative has not conducted feasibility studies.








My cooperative has initiated value-added 0.65 0.13
activities*'"
My cooperative should develop value-added 4.15 3.34
business in any profitable area*
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with a 3.76 3.17
food industry firm*
Percentage of production sold to local coop 80.12 97.66
Increase prices farmers receive for crops as reason 4.69 4.18
to initiate value-added activities '"
Technical knowledge as limitation to start value- 0.50 0.81
added activities **
Scale * Strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), and strongly agree (5)
** Yes (I), No (0)
Respondents whose cooperatives have conducted feasibility studies also have
investigated value-added activities, and have initiated value-added activities. Respondents with
experience in feasibility assessing reported a higher willingness to initiate value-added activities
in any profitable area and had a willingness to form joint ventures with food industry finns. The
percentage of products sold through the local cooperative was also higher for respondents who
have not conducted feasibility studies. Increasing the price farmers receive for crops, as a reason
to initiate value-added activities, was considered more important by people who have conducted
feasibility studies. Those who have not conducted feasibility studies considered technical
knowledge more important. Answers for the previously mentioned question, make perfect sense
considering that the lack of knowledge may limit the possibility of conducting the feasibility
study ifwe do not consider hiring consultants. In addition, the people who have conducted
feasibility studies are more willing to take risks probably because they have more information;
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therefore, they have a better idea of what to expect. The fact the percentage of production sold to
the local cooperative is high in people who have not conducted feasibility studies may be an
indicator of less information about options for their production.
Respondents whose Cooperatives have Initiated Value-added Activities
A Tukey test was used to find differences between respondents whose cooperatives have
initiated value-added activities and those respondents who have not. Table 22 presents the
summary of the variables that were found statistically different.
Table 22. Comparison of means between respondents whose cooperatives have initiated
value-added activities and those whose cooperatives have not initiated value-
added activities.
Our cooperative should develop value-added
businesses in any profitable area. *
Our cooperative should form joint ventures
with a food industry. *
Increase prices farmers receive for crops as













Increase marketing power.* 4.60 3.92
Scale: * Strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4), and strongly agree (5)
Respondents, who have initiated value-added activities, seem to be more willing to
develop business in any profitable area, and to form joint ventures with food industry finn. In
addition, increasing the price farmers receive for their crops and increasing the marketing power
was considered more important for respondents whose cooperatives have initiated value-added
activities. Those questions may show a more proactive behavior in cooperatives that have
initiated value-added activities.
To identify among the studied factors, which are associated with the probability that a
cooperative initiate a value-added activity, a binary logistic model was used. The independent
variables provided to the program to choose were background information, reasons to initiate
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value-added activities, level of involvement in value-added activities, activities that leaders
perceive as appropriate for their cooperatives, factors that are considered important when
selecting value-added activities, preference for new generation cooperatives, risk perception
toward value-added activities, and perceived limitations to start value-added activities. The
dependent variable was whether the respondents' cooperative has initiated value added or not.
The model is not discussed because it was found not significant and none of the individual
variable's coefficients were significant. Therefore, we may conclude that the data collected with
the current sample did not show statistical relationship between the previously mentioned factors
and the probability of initiating value-added activities.
Summary
Cooperative leaders seem to be interested in value-added activities. A questionnaire
presents means for each question in appendix B, and a set of charts presents the main findings in
appendix C. In general it seems that board members and managers had in average college degree,
they had some experience in value-added activities, and among the most important reasons to
initiate value-added activities were to increase price farmers receive for their crops and increase
market power. Board members and managers preferred joining other cooperative than joining
other food industry firm. NGC had good acceptation except the closed membership
characteristic. Managers liked NGC more than board members, and board members provided
more importance to transportation issues and to prices of their crops. Most people perceived
similar or slightly more risk in value-added activities compared to their current activity, and are
interested in seeing their cooperative developing value-added activities. The most important
limitations to initiating value-added activities were identifying possible enterprises, market
access, technical knowledge, and initial investment. Most of the variables that identified people




The pwpose of this study was to understand attitudes of the board members and
managers of Oklahoma cooperatives toward value·added enterprises. This chapter presents the
key contributions to the understanding of cooperative leaders toward value-added activities.
Findings in this study indicated that cooperative leaders are highly interested in
developing value-added enterprises. More importantly. the smvey revealed that the majority of
Oklahoma cooperatives, farmer members, and groups of agricultural producers outside of the
cooperative surveyed are already actively investigating or attempting to initiate these kind of
projects. These results have important implications for Oklahoma State University and other
resource agencies, because the demand for assistance for developing value-added projects may
increase. Moreover, extension personnel may anticipate having customers with some level of
experience in value-added activities
The results indicate that cooperative board members have both offensive and defensive
strategic goals for value-added projects. For example, the results indicated that cooperative
leaders perceived that value-added activities could help their organization in maintaining access
to the market place and in increasing prices that farmers receive for their crops. In addition,
concern about market access and the negative attitude of the respondents toward joint ventures
with food industry firms seem to be a defensive strategy since producers are competing in an
industry increasingly dominated by large firms.
Other fmdings showed that respondents viewed value-added projects as an offensive
strategy. Respondents perceived value-added enterprises as a means to increase market power
and generate long return to investment. This seems to be an offensive strategy that can better
position their cooperative in the market place. In addition, the strong agreement with statements
that cooperatives should develop joint ventures with other cooperatives and statements express
the perceived importance of diversification provided further illustration of these proactive
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strategic goals. The reasons to initiate value-added enterprises revealed in the study, could be
important for extension personnel when assisting cooperatives in their strategic planning efforts.
For example, cooperative concerns over continued market access for existing crops would need to
consider different types of projects relative to cooperatives in diversification.
Another major contribution of this research is the identification of key differences
between the attitudes of managers and board members. The results indicated that the two groups
see value-added activities from a different perspective. Managers tended to view value-added
enterprises as a means to better utilizing the organizations' existing facilities, while their
perspective as producers influences board members' perceptions. For example, board members
were more likely to view value-added enterprises as a means of increasing the net price they
receive for their agricultural commodities. While these goals are not mutually exclusive, the
discrepancy in goals could be important for groups attempting to assist these management teams
in strategic plans because they can anticipate potential divergences in opinions about some issues
and think ahead about alternative solutions.
Board members also perceived value-added activities as being less risky than did
managers. This may be because board members have less exposure to value-added issues.
Managers may have considered details as positioning new products, difficulties of obtaining shelf
space in retail stores, and competition with giant food finns, which board members may be
unaware of. Providing more information about value-added activities may facilitate future
strategic planning effort.
1bis study also contributed to understanding attitudes of cooperative leaders to the "New
Generation" cooperative structure. This alternative structure is relatively recent, and it has not
been implemented in Oklahoma. Hence. relatively little is knOm1 about the attitudes of managers
and producers toward this new structure. The study results indicated that Oklahoma cooperative
leaders have, in general, favorable attitudes toward the "New Generation" cooperative structure.
Respondents had more positive attitudes toward the financial aspects ofNGC in which the initial
investment is high and equity is revolved rapidly. The respondents also had positive attitudes
toward establishing delivery commitment, and quality standards for crops. Despite the favorable
attitudes toward two of the key characteristics of NGC the respondents were unexpectedly
negative toward the concept of closed membership. Managers held more favorable view than
board members toward this characteristic did, which may be helpful for promoting pwposes,
because extension personnel may have support from inside cooperatives.
Unfortunately, the survey results did not provide insights as to why cooperative leaders
had less favorable attitudes toward closed membership aspect of the NGC structure, relative to
the other components. Because the apparent rationale for recent legislation designed to promote
cooperatively organized value-added activities, was the success of the NGC in the Northern
Plains, these results highlighted the need for more research on this important issue probably with
a more sociological approach. The low preference for closed membership may be due to social
reasons like the possibility of reducing participation of a friend or a neighbor in the cooperative.
In addition, providing more information about NGC may help to facilitate decisions regarding
cooperative structures.
The study also demonstrated that aversion to risk was not considered a strong limiting
factor to initiate value-added activities. Value-added activities were not considered as risky when
compared with traditional agricultural activities by respondents. These results may be important
for extension personnel as they design programs to facilitate value-added activities because they
know that aversion to risk is not a factor that reduces cooperative leaders' willingness to start
value-added enterprises and they can focus on other issues.
The study also identified regional differences in their perception of risk toward value-
added activities, interest in diversifying outside of the cooperative's current territory and reported
more value-added activities outside of existing cooperatives. One explanation for these
differences is the differential experience in value-added activities across the state. However, to
the extent that these differences are not based on lack of information, understanding these
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attitudes may be important for legislators and resource personnel attempting to facilitate value-
added projects. Legislators and extension personnel may anticipate that demand for technical
assistance is going to increase in those areas in which more value-added activities were reported.
Legislators may be interested in identifying factors that are responsible for higher development of
value-added activities in some areas with respect to the others that have relatively low value-
added activities.
The study's results further suggested that the needs of Oklahoma cooperatives, with
respect to value-added projects, are likely to change as these groups gain experience. The
majority of respondents who had not conducted a feasibility study indicated that lack of technical
knowledge was a major limitation to initiating value-added projects. Respondents who had been
involved with feasibility studies were less likely to list technical knowledge as a major
impediment. This result suggested that outside sources of technical knowledge are available to
cooperative leaders. However, managers and board members who are unfamiliar with the value-
added market place may need assistance in locating and evaluating reliable sources of outside
assistance.
The results provided some insights for legislators attempting to design programs to
encourage cooperatively owned value-added activities. The study results indicated that
identifying potential value-added markets, analyzing markets, obtaining technical knowledge of
food products production processes and obtaining adequate funding were key impediments to the
development ofvalue-added projects. Oklahoma legislators interested in increasing value-added
activities should focus their efforts in these areas. The recent legislation, which provides grants
for feasibility studies and related research for value-added ventures, indicated that Oklahoma
legislators are addressing some of the important impediments except providing a source of money
for their initial investment.
Finally, it is important to mention the areas in which this preliminary research was less
successful in generating insights. While the level of interest in value-added activities varied
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across respondents, the analysis of the survey results did not suggest that these differences were
associated with easily identifiable characteristics of the respondents or the cooperative. Similarly,
the results did not identify any key structural differences between cooperatives that had initiated
value-added activities and those that had not.
The results also provided only limited insights into the wide disparity in the stated
willingness to invest in a hypothetical value-added project. The study showed that the
willingness to invest in value-added enterprises had a weak association with other attitudes such
as perception of the riskiness of these activities and attitudes toward ''New Generation"
cooperatives. Those results stress the need for additional research.
Suggestions for Further Researcb
Results from this study suggested a need for further research to facilitate supporting
agricultural value-added cooperatives in Oklahoma. The knowledge th.at managers and board
members need to perform their duties could be separated in areas of (e.g. fInance marketing,
feasibility studies, etc.). Then, determine specific training and assistance needs for each group. It
is also important to \.Ulderstand how these training needs change as cooperatives gain value·added
experience. This would help to allocate more efficiently the money and time available to assist
Oklahoma value-added cooperatives addressing the most limiting weaknesses.
Findings also suggested a need for further research with a more sociological approach to
understand rationale of the proactive behavior in initiating value-added projects. Some studies
have found that sociological factors determine certain behaviors. For example, Kelley Crowley
in "Free Riders in Commodity Research and Promotion Programs" found that the farmer's
request of a refund of their contribution to the wheat commission was influenced by whether a
farmer knows a commissioner or not. Sometimes social and psychological factors affect a
producer's decision in additions to profit driven or technical production considerations. In this
case it would be interesting to understand why closed membership was not appealing for most of
so
respondents. It would also be interesting to understand what are the sociological motivations to
initiate value-added activities, and what sociological factors affe·ct producers level of interest in
value-added activities. TIlls information may help extension personnel to understand other
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS AND MANAGER QUESTIONNAIRES
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SURVEY OF BOARD MEMBER ATIlTUDES TOWARDS VALUE-ADDED ACTIVITIES BY
COOPERATIVES
Oklahoma State University, Department of Agricultural E~onomics
The purpose of this survey is to help us understand how Oklahoma State University and the Oklahoma
Agriculture Cooperative Council can assist cooperatives and producers with value-added enterprises. All
individual data will be kept confidential. Thank you in advance for helping us 'Nith this survey.
1. Age _
2. Education level (check one)
_High school degree _Some college _College degree _Post graduate degree
3. How many years have you been on the board of directors? _
4. How many acres do you fann (owned and rented)? _
5. What percentage (approx.) ofyour 1998 production did you market with your local cooperative?
6. Please check all oftbe following statements that apply:
I have investigated adding value-added enterprises to my fann business.
Our cooperative has investigated value-added activities.
Our cooperative has conducted feasibility studies on value-added activities.
Our cooperative has initiated value-added activities.
I am aware of a local group outside of our coop that is developing value-added activities. __
7. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) has your cooperative considered?
8. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) is your cooperative currently involved in?
9. Using the scale provided, please indicate your agreement with the following factors as reasons for





Increase prices farmers receive for crops.




Reduce variation in farmer' s income.
Generate long retwn to investment.
Take advantage of available facilities.
10. If the main reason is not included in the previous list, could you tell us what it is?
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Our cooperative should concentrate on enterprises relating to production agriculture.
Our cooperative should develop value-added products based on current crops.
Our cooperative should develop market outlets for alternative crops.
Our cooperative should develop value-added businesses in any profitable area
Our cooperative should try and diversify outside of its current geographic area.
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with other cooperatives.
Our cooperative should fonnjoint ventures with a food industry firm.
Our cooperative should vertically integrate.
12. Please rate the importance of the following factors for cooperatives to consider when selecting
value-added activities?
Very important Moderately important Slightly important Not important
I 2 3 4
Relationship to existing crops.
Long-term return to investment.
Location of the production facility. __
Riskiness of the venture.
As you may know, cooperatives have choices in how they structure equity, membership, delivery rights and
other issues. The following questions are concerned with your opinions on alternative cooperative
structures.
13. If you were fonning a new cooperative, do you think a system with higher initial membership
contribution and rapidly repaid equity is preferable to the traditional structure in which
membership investment is low but equity capital is revolved over a relatively long period of time?
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
14. If you were forming a new cooperative, do you think a system of delivery commitments
(agreements for members to deliver a specified quantity and quality of product) is preferred to a
traditional structure where the cooperative markets any quantity and quality the members deliver?
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
15. If you were fonning a new cooperative, do you think a system in which membership is limited to
the initial members and the stock or delivery rights can appreciate in value is preferred to a
traditional open membership cooperatives in which members primarily benefit through use of the
cooperative's services?
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
16. Imagine that your cooperative identified a potential enterprise to process wheat. The feasibility
study projected a return on investment equivalent to $O.25/bushel processed. What is the
maximum amount you would recommend that your cooperative invest per bushel of processing
capacity?
$ /bushel of processing capacity.












18. Compared to your current cooperative operations, how risky would it be for your cooperative to
develop new value-added ventures?
Much more risk Slightly more risk Similar level of risk
1 2 3
Slightly less risk Much less risk
4 5
19. Which of the following factors are significant limitations to your cooperative developing value-









20. Do you have any other comments related to developing value-added enterprises and/or agricultural
cooperatives?
Thank you for your time and valuable information! If you have any
questions concerning this survey please contact us at 405-744-9820.
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SURVEY OF MANAGER ATTITUDES TOWARDS VALUE-ADDED ACTIVITIES BY
COOPERATIVES
Oklahoma State University, Department of AgricuJturaJ Economics
The purpose of this survey is to help us understand how Oklahoma State University and the Oklahoma
Agriculture Cooperative Council can assist cooperatives and producers with value-added enterprises. All
individual data will be kept confidential. Thank you in advance for helping us with this survey.
1. Age _
2. Education level (check one)
_High school degree _Some college _College degree _Post graduate degree
3. How many years have you been in your present management position?
4. Please check all of the following statements that apply:
Our cooperative has investigated value-added activities.
Our cooperative has conducted feasibility studies on value-added activities.
Our cooperative has initiated value-added activities.
I am aware of a local group outside of our co-op that is developing value-added activities.__
5. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) has your cooperative considered?
6. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) is your cooperative cWTently involved in?
7. Using the scale provided please rate the following factors as reasons for farmers and cooperatives
to develop value-added activities.
Strongly Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5
Increase prices farmers receive for crops.
Maintain access to the market system.
Increase marketing power.
Reduce variation in farmer's income.
Generate long return to investment. __
Take advantage of available facilities.__
8. If the main reason is not included in the previous list, could you tell us what it is?











Our cooperative should concentrate on enterprises relating to production agriculture.__
Our cooperative should develop value-added products based on current crops.
Our cooperative should develop market outlets for alternative crops.
Our cooperative should develop value-added businesses in any profitable area
Our cooperative should try and diversify outside of its CWTent geographic area.
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with other cooperatives.
Our cooperative should form joint ventures with a food industry firm.
Our cooperative should vertically integrate.
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10. Please rate the importance of the following factors for cooperatives to consider when selecting
value-added activities?
Very important Moderately important Slightly important Not important
3 4
Relationship to existing crops.
Long-term return to investment.
Location of the production facility.
Riskiness of the venture.
As you may know, cooperatives have choices in how they structure equity, membership, delivery rights and
other issues. The following questions are concerned with your opinions on alternative cooperative
structures.
11. If you were fonning a new cooperative, do you think a system with higher initial membership
contribution and rapidly repaid equity is preferable to the traditional structure in which
membership investment is low but equity capital is revolved over a relatively long period of time?
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
12. If you were fonning a new cooperative, do you think a system of delivery commitments
(agreements for members to deliver a specified quantity and quality of product) is preferred to a
traditional structure where the cooperative markets any quantity and quality the members deliver?
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
13. If you were fonning a new cooperative, do you think a system in which membership is limited to
the initial members and the stock or delivery rights can appreciate in value is preferred to a
traditional open membership cooperatives in which members primarily benefit through use of the
cooperative's services.
Preferable Neutral Not Preferable
14. Imagine that your cooperative identified a potential enterprise to process wheat. The feasibility
study projected a return on investment equivalent to $O.25/bushel processed. What is the
maximum amount you would recommend that your cooperative invest per bushel of processing
capacity?
$ /bushel of processing capacity.









16. Compared to your current cooperative operations, how risky would it be for your cooperative to
develop new value-added ventures?
Much more risk Slightly more risk Similar level of Risk
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L7. What of the following factors are significant limitations to your cooperative developing value-







18. Do you have any other conunents relating to developing value-added enterprises and/or
agricultural cooperatives?
Thank you for your time and valuable information! Hyou have any






B= board members M= Managers W= Whole group
I. AgeB=47.42 M=49.28 W=47.69
2. Education level (check one)
_High school degree _Some college _College degree _Post graduate degree
3.
8=15.38 M= 15.71 W= 15.42
How many years have you been in your current position? ==B:;.=8,:;:,:,:,.O:..:7__....lM~.~=;",.1~3~.1~4!..-__W.!.:..:=8~.1~8
4. How many acres do you farm (owned and rented)? B=1827.32
5. What percentage (approx.) ofyour 1998 production did you market with your local cooperative?
8=87.64
6. Please check all of the following statements that apply:
I have investigated adding value-added enterprises to my fann business.
B=O.4285
Our cooperative has investigated value-added activities.
8= 0.78 M= 0.57 W=O.75
Our cooperative has conducted feasibility studies on value-added activities.
B=O.57 M=O.28 W=O.53
Our cooperative has initiated value-added activities.
8=0.38 M=O.57 W=O.41
I am aware of a local group outside of our coop that is developing value-added activities.
8=0.69 M=O.71 W=O.69
7. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) has your cooperative considered?
8 respondents = frozen dough 8 respondents = flour milling
4 respondents = oil extraction 2 respondents = alfalfa dehydration
2 respondents = pasta 1 respondent= soybean. cotton. Milo. 8nd fuel business.
8. What (if any) value-added enterprise(s) is your cooperative currently involved in?
8 respondents = Dour milling lrespondent= alfalfa debydration. Milo. soybean
9. Using the scale provided, please indicate your agreement with the following factors as reasons for
farmers and cooperatives to develop value-added activities.
Strongly Disagree Disagree
1 2
Increase prices farmers receive for crops.
Maintain access to the market system.
Increase marketing power.
Reduce variation in farmer's income.
Generate long return to investment.

























10. lfthe main reason is not included in the previous list, could you tell us what it is?
1 respondent = For survival
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OW" cooperative should concentrate on enterprises relating to production agricu1tW"e.
B= 3.63 M=3.57 W=3.62
Our cooperative should develop value-added products based on current crops.
B= 3.54 M=3.42 W=3.53
OW" cooperative should develop market outlets for alternative crops.
B= 3.66 M=3.71 W=3.67
OW" cooperative should develop value-added businesses in any profitable area
B= 3.76 M=3.85 W=3.77
OW" cooperative should try and diversify outside of its current geographic area.
B= 3.35 M=3.14 W=3.32
OW" cooperative should fonn joint ventures with other cooperatives.
B= 3.92 M=4.14 W=3.95
OW" cooperative should fonn joint ventures with a food industry firm.
B= 3.42 M=3.85 W=3.48
Our cooperative should vertically integrate.
B= 3.37 M=3.71 W=3.42
12. Please rate the importance of the following factors for cooperatives to consider when selecting
value-added activities?
Very important Moderately important Slightly important Not important
I 2 3 4
Relationship to existing crops. .:::::B=:...-~1.:;;:.4::::8~__~M~=~1.:.::.8:.:;:5~__...:W~=~1.:.:;:5~4
Long-term return to investment. .:::::B=:...-~1~.1~4~__---,M~=....:1~.O::.:O~_____:W~=..:.1~.1~2
Location of the production facility. =B=;...--=1.:.::;.9....;.7 ---::.;M..::;.=....;2=.::...:..7=..1 ....;W'-'--=.=.2.:.::0.=.8
Riskiness of the venwe. .:::::B=:...-~1.:.:.1...:.7 ~M~=~1~.~OO~_____:W~=.:..1.~1~4
As you may know, cooperatives have choices in how they struclW"e equity, membership, delivery rights and
other issues. The following questions are concerned with your opinions on alternative cooperative
structures.
13. If you were forming a new cooperative, do you think a system with higher initial membership
contribution and rapidly repaid equity is preferable to the traditional stnlcrure in which
membership investment is low but equity capital is revolved over a relatively long period of time?
Preferable=1 Neutral=2 Not Preferable=3
B=1.82 M=1.l4 W=1.71
14. If you were forming a new cooperative, do you think a system of delivery conunitrnents
(agreements for members to deliver a specified quantity and quality of product) is preferred to a
traditional structure where the cooperative markets any quantity and quality the members deliver?
Preferable=1 Neutral=2 Not Preferable=3
B= 1.97 M=1.42 W=1.89
15. Ifyou were forming a new cooperative, do you think a system in which membership is limited to
the initial members and the stock or delivery rights can appreciate in value is preferred to a
traditional open membership cooperatives in which members primarily benefit through use of the
cooperative's services?
Preferable=1 Neutral=2 Not Preferable=3
B=2.20 M=1.85 W=2.15
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16. Imagine that your cooperative identified a potential enterprise to process wheat. The feasibility
study projected a return on investment equivalent to $O.25/bushel processed What is the
maximum amount you would recommend that your cooperative invest per bushel of processing
capacity?
$ !bushel of processing capacity.
B= 5.26 M= 2.48 W=4.75











B=1.68 M= 1.71 W=1.68
18. Compared to your current cooperative operations, how risky would it be for your cooperative to




Much more risk Slightly more risk Similar level of risk Slightly less risk
I 2 3 4
8=2.25 M=1.57 W=2.15
Which of the following factors are significant limitations to your cooperative developing value-





























Other (please describe). No answers given
20. Do you have any other comments related to developing value-added enterprises and/or agricultural
cooperatives?
Several answers indicated that the current business environment regldres chllnges in
cooperatives and initiating value-added activities may help.
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Level of involvement in value-added activities





































Level of agreement for reasons to start value-added activities




















Level of agreement in activities that coops should be involved
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3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4
Factors as criterion to select value-added activities








Preference for new generation structure
























Frequencies for level of interest to initiate value-added
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Perceived Limitation to start value-added activities
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